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Claire Claims Danny Not Challenges Got Her Voted Out
Posted By: John Powell | March 16, 2023

By John Powell – GlobalTV.com

John Barrow once said: If you never try, you’ll never know what you are capable of.

Well, that’s all fine and good for Mr. Barrow to say. He never had to play Survivor.
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Claire Rafson, the tech investor from Brooklyn, New York, gambled on a risky strategy and in the end it didn’t pay off. Claire sat out challenge

after challenge to keep her tribe strong. That strategy was successful in that last night was the first time Soka had a sit-down with Jeff Probst.

Still, it didn’t help Claire’s case at all when Danny had her locked in his sights. According to Claire, Danny was pretty much calling the shots at

Soka.

“I kind of felt damned if I do and damned if I don’t. I don’t think that the full reason I was voted out was because I sat out. I think it was like pretty

clear that there was more going on in Danny’s head when he decided to target me,” she told GlobalTV.

Claire confesses not all of those sit-outs were solely for the benefit of the tribe. She opted out of the first challenge so she could pick Matt’s

brain. Claire is also quick to dispel any notion that she was intimidated by any of the challenges. As a superfan she had practiced puzzles and

challenges at home but on the island she didn’t want to rock the boat or upset the team dynamic, especially Fannie and Matt who were both

fantastic at puzzle-solving. Claire just wanted to keep the tribe’s winning streak going as long as possible.

Matt Blankinship and Claire Rafson. Photo: Robert Voets/CBS.

She also never received any negative feedback from the tribe for sitting out. In fact, they encouraged her to do what she thought was best.

“Danny would come up to me before challenge and be like…It’s okay if you sit out this one. If he would have said that I was weak I would have

shown him that I could have done any of those challenges. I took them at their word though as I didn’t want to look paranoid. I didn’t want to

look stressed. I just wanted to keep the good vibes going,” she said.

The way Claire tells it Danny was a very influential force at Soka whether it was daily camp life or strategy and game. He had more sway with

everyone than Claire did and she takes responsibility for that shortcoming.

“He was the strongest person in our tribe. He built us our shelter. His words carry weight. This is on me for not making stronger allies but he put

his foot down. He wanted to vote me out. My allies wanted me to stay but no one was stepping up and say they weren’t voting for me. I didn’t

make the relationships I needed to make to get somebody to do that for me,” she said.

The one person Claire thought might stick her neck out for her was Heidi. While they were on the island together Claire saw her as a mother

figure. What Claire didn’t count on was the clout or the pull Danny had with Heidi. That trumped whatever bond Claire had with the engineering

manager.

“I was really indebted to her because she saved my ass and I still wanted to work with her,” Claire sighed about what could have been.

What is really surprising about Claire’s perspective of the tribal politics at Soka though was that the showmance of Frannie and Matt wasn’t really

seen as a threat even though there were so few people on each tribe right from the start.
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“I think early on the showmance was such a target. They were like that Day One, as soon as we hit the beach. To be honest though, things kind

of flattened out. Frannie made the right strategic move telling Matt they were a little too close at times…It just looked like two people who loved

each other’s company. They absolutely loved each other’s company and wanted to be around each other. Yes, I knew they were strategizing but

they were also still strategizing with me. They weren’t off in their corner isolating themselves,” said Claire.

That doesn’t mean the tribe didn’t have its awkward moments.

“It was like watching your parents kiss. It was so freaking adorable,” laughed Claire.

The one thing Claire wishes was shown of her Survivor journey was all the strategizing that was going on not only with her game but Soka’s as

well. Because they keep winning immunity and didn’t have to go to tribal council Claire believes a lot of what was going on at Soka wasn’t aired

as the tribal politics at the other tribes were more important, more crucial to the show.

“I looked at the stats and I had like actually very few confessionals…I feel like I had a perspective. I had things to share. The more I could have

shared about my journey or my experience would have been great. For me, it was always about the game. We at Soka were goofy. We were

having fun. We were having a good time. The editors have to make choices if we’re not going to tribal but being on the tribe and the show was

such a joy,” Claire said of her Survivor experience.

Survivor 44 Fantasy Tribe Pool
Play Global’s official Survivor Fantasy Tribe pool with your friends and
family. Find out who among you can outwit, outplay, and outlast to
claim the title and bragging rights of Survivor 44 Fantasy Tribe
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Survivor 44 Scoop – Week 3 Recap: Winners,
Losers, Top Moments
John Powell – GlobalTV.com The Soka tribe is absolutely right. Tribe
strength can mean different things at different times to different people.
There is no right or wrong answer. Athleticism and analytical skills can
win challenges and keep a tribe away from tribal council. Social and
strategic skills can benefit a tribal alliance at the … Continue reading
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